ABSTRACT. Let E be a topological vector space of scalar sequences, with topology T; (E,T) 
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS.
Suppose that E is a topological vector space under two topologles, and .
Following Robertson [I] and Garllng [2] , we shall say that (E,) satisfies In section 3 it is shown that among separable, separated solid pairs (E,z), the filter and closed neighborhood conditions are equivalent, and are equivalent to (E,) being AK.
As an easy consequence, it follows that in every complete separable separated solid pair (E,), the coordinate sequences form an unconditional Schauder basis of (E,z as U ranges over solid T-neighborhoods of the origin in E.
-I -!
In [5] it is shown that (nor-A (E), nor-A ()) will inherit a great deal from (E,z) (the property of being AK, for instance), but there seems to be a mysterious difficulty regarding completeness. In [5] I]) , (E,) will be a sequence space; it is straightforward to see that (,) will be a solid pair). If the answer to the question in 4.1 or 4.2 is yes, whenever (E,T) is confined to C, then the answer to the question in the other is yes, whenever (E,) is in C (with A fixed, or allowed to range over some selection of matrices). Thus, for instance, the result of Haydon and Levy mentioned above implies that when (E,) Is locally convex, metrlzable, and satlfles the filter condition, and A satisfies the hypothesis of Problem 4.1 with respect to(E,), then (nor-A (E), nor-A ()) sat[sfles the filter condition.
For another instance, the answer to 4.2 is yes whenever the rows of A are finite sequences.
We omit the proof of the equivalence.
In one direction the proof uses the theorem of Robertson mentioned above, and the fact that the completion of a solid pair s a solid pair, when it is a sequence space. In the other direction the proof resembles that of Theorem 2.13 of [5] . 
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